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Technology and Knowledge Open Hub: a Pathway to Future Imaging and MEMS
F. Profumo
President
National Research Council (CNR), Rome, Italy

Abstract
Current and future challenges in novel fields, such as quantum technologies, require a new paradigm of
cooperation in the research landscape. In this evolving context, Fondazione Bruno Kessler is adapting its
model to operate as an “Open Hub” of knowledge and technologies, with a focus on future sensing and
imaging devices. After being conceived and engineered within the internal facility, these can be transferred to
high-volume production sites: from radiation detectors to plasmonics, from silicon photonics to single-photon
imaging, FBK is giving its contribution to the devices of the future such as quantum technologies, enabling
novel mobility and automotive scenarios, space exploration, and faster and secure communications.
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Abstract
Imaging is an old industry which started in the 1830’s on copper plates, from still images it moved to motion
picture in the 1890’s, the medium switched to organic film such as celluloid and then acetate. In the 1930’s
tube based cameras allowed television as we know it and was the first step for electronic based imaging. In
the 1970’s the transition to silicon based image sensors called CCDs allowed for mass adoption of electronic
cameras. By the year 2000 digital photography and video took the world by storm. Since then a radical
transformation of imaging applications and technology took place with Mobile applications and thanks to the
CMOS image sensor technology. The world reached a peak in smartphones sales in 2017, nevertheless the
sales of image sensors have grown 40% since then and the growth is expected to maintain for the 5 years to
come. Two trends have contributed to this growth. The first one is the proliferation of cameras per phone and
the second is the introduction of sensing cameras, mainly for biometric identification but also to help the
photographic aspects such as bokeh. Innovation in imaging will not stop there and the next wave of
innovation will come from artificial intelligence. While some of the innovation currently takes place either in
the cloud or in the central APU, there is a trend to bring compute close to the sensor and actually embed
significant amount of intelligence within or close to the sensor. In this presentation we will look at the reasons
to do so and why it is important for the future of imaging. We will look at who are the players active in this
new technology shift and for which kind of application.
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Abstract
Imaging is undergoing a radical transformation in the way that an image sensor captures, processes, and
uses data. The traditional application to capture a memory has expanded to a fast-growing collection of
applications spanning: facial and object recognition, robot and vehicle navigation, surveillance and
biometrics, smart homes, appliances and cars, image retrieval, gaming and controls. These smart
applications require accurate and reliable 3D images, and therefore, we’ve seen a proliferation of 3D imaging
technologies.
This presentation will review different depth sensing technologies and the smart applications that are well
suited for them. AIRY3D’s DEPTHIQ™ platform for 3D computer vision will be introduced as well.
AIRY3D’s DEPTHIQ™ TDM (Transmissive Diffraction Mask) optical encoder and IDP (Image Depth
Processing) software enable any single 2D image sensor to produce high-quality color images and 3D nearfield depth maps with unrivaled simplicity. DEPTHIQ-powered sensors are ideal for anti-spoofing by photos in
facial identification, video bokeh, image segmentation, person detection and monitoring, collision avoidance,
as well as a host of other embedded vision applications.
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Abstract
abstract description coming soon
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Abstract
not available yet
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Abstract
MEMS sensors are a key technology for many of today´s applications and must meet the highest standards
of performance and reliability. Current devices on the market already have a high level of integration to fulfil
these requirements, such as inertial measurement units. Emerging MEMS applications are diversifying in
their capabilities and increasingly focus on integrating technologies from other disciplines, such as photonics,
biomedical and nanotechnology. Innovative manufacturing technologies are thus developed to enable such
integration schemes. In particular, high precision adhesive wafer-level bonding provides a reliable interface
to facilitate the integration of different materials and technology platforms. Advances in pre-processing such
as surface preparation, coating and adhesive patterning will be discussed including the preparation of
ultrathin adhesive films and EVG´s adhesive layer transfer technology. Furthermore, wafer bonding
capabilities will be presented and it will be shown how individual photonic chips can be transferred and
integrated with a collective wafer-based process.
Biography
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Toward Event-Based Vision Wide-scale Adoption
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Abstract
Since their inception 150 years ago, all conventional video tools have represented motion by capturing a
number of still frames each second. Displayed rapidly, such images create an illusion of continuous
movement. From the flip book to the movie camera, the illusion became more convincing but its basic
structure never really changed.
For a computer, this representation of motion is of little use. The camera is blind between each frame, losing
information on moving objects. Even when the camera is recording, each of its “snapshot” images contains
no information about the motion of elements in the scene. Worse still, within each image, the same irrelevant
background objects are repeatedly recorded, generating excessive unhelpful data.
Evolution developed an elegant solution so that natural vision never encounters these problems. It doesn’t
take frames. Cells in our eyes report back to the brain when they detect a change in the scene – an event. If
nothing changes, the cell doesn’t report anything. The more an object moves, the more our eye and brain
sample it.
This is the founding principle behind Event-Based Vision – independent receptors collecting all the essential
information, and nothing else.
Prophesee is the inventor of the world’s most advanced neuromorphic vision systems. Composed of
patented Metavision® sensors and algorithms, these systems enable machines to see what was invisible to
them until now.
With 10-1000x less data generated, >120dB dynamic range and microsecond time resolution (over 10k
images per second equivalent), Prophesee Metavision® opens vast new potential in areas such as
autonomous vehicles, industrial automation, security and surveillance, mobile, IoT and AR/VR. Its
solutions improve safety, reliability efficiency and user experiences across a broad range of use models.
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Abstract
MEMS & Sensor devices have been used for safety applications for 2 to 3 decades, but quality and reliability
requirements continue to outpace capabilities. The electronics industry has not defined an advanced quality
and reliability beyond the AEC Q100 and ZVEI Robustness Validation specifications.
NXP is proposing an "Above and Beyond" methodology intended to 1) produce higher body of evidence to
enable lower ppm resolution of stress testing, 2) run serial reliability testing to better evaluate failure
mechanisms and produce physico-chemical models of these mechanisms, 3) test reliability stress-to-fail to
enable reliability modeling of failure mechanisms, and 4) reliability test corner lots to understand the designprocess-manufacturing space with respect to quality and reliability.
In the presentation, NXP will propose a methodology for tailoring these four types of quality and reliability
evaluation testing to MEMS/Sensor products and their intended use-cases: supply chain / assembly and
end-user application.
Moreover, NXP will promote adoption of this methodology as a means of addressing the continuously stricter
requirements particularly related to the security and safety of automotive applications.
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120fps, Ultra High Definition (8K UHD), Low Noise, Global Shutter Sensor for High-end Rigid
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Abstract
Teledyne e2v presents the use of our Emerald 36M CMOS image sensor (which is a derivate version of
Emerald 67M) for use in high-end rigid endoscopy. Teledyne e2v has several image sensors suitable for rigid
endoscopy: Emerald 2M, Emerald 8M and finally Emerald 36M. This particular sensor provides ultra-high
definition resolution, low noise (2.8eRMS) and high speed (120fps), enabling the medical surgeon to have a
system with a reduced number of total cameras, increased precision in surgery and also improved patient
comfort.
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